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Abstract
The modern cosmology is based on inflationary models with baryosyn-
thesis and dark matter/energy.It implies extension of particle sym-
metry beyond the Standard model. Studies of physical basis of the
modern cosmology combine direct searches for new physics at acceler-
ators with its indirect non-accelerator probes, in which cosmological
consequences of particle models play important role. The cosmolog-
ical consequences of particle models inevitably go beyond the ’stan-
dard’ cosmological ΛCDM model and some possible feature of such
’nonstandard’cosmological scenarios is the subject of the present brief
review.
1 Introduction
The now standard ΛCDM cosmological model involving inflation, baryosyn-
thesis and dark matter/energy implies physics beyond the Standard model
(BSM) of elementary particles. However, particle models, predicting new
physics, can hardly reduce their cosmological consequences to these ba-
sic elements of the Standard cosmological model. One can expect that
they can give rise to additional model dependent signatures of new physics
and to corresponding non-Standard features of the cosmological scenario.
Therefore any model that pretends to be a physical basis for the modern
∗khlopov@apc.univ-paris7.fr
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cosmology should be studied in more details in order to reveal such non-
Standard cosmological features and we discuss in the present brief review
some possible signatures for non-Standard cosmological scenarios.
The extension of the Standard model can be developed in either up-
down or bottom-up direction. In the first case (as e.g. in the approach of
[1]) the overwhelming framework is proposed, which embeds the Standard
model and involves new physics beyond it. To be realistic this new physics
should provide inflation, baryosynthesis and dark matter. To be true it
should be falsifiable, predicting model dependent signatures for its probe.
The bottom-up approach, motivated by internal problems and incom-
pleteness of the Standard model, generally involves smaller number of pa-
rameters of new physics, than it inevitably takes place in the up-down case.
It makes possible to study in more details such models and, in particular,
their cosmological and astrophysical impact.
We’d like to consider physical motivations and effects of multi-component
dark matter (Section 2), as well as of primordial nonlinear structures from
phase transitions in early Universe and from nonhomogeneous baryosyn-
thesis, reflected in its extreme form in the existence of antimatter domains
and antimatter objects in the baryon asymmetric Universe (Section 3). The
importance of the account for non-standard cosmological features of physics
beyond the Standard model is stressed in the conclusive Section 4.
2 Multi-component dark matter
Stability of elementary constituents of matter reflects the fundamental sym-
metry of microworld, which prevents decays of the lightest particles that
possess this symmetry. So atoms are stable because electrons cannot decay
owing to electric charge conservation, while protons that can in principle
decay are very longliving due to the conservation of the baryon number.
Physics beyond the Standard model, extending particle symmetry, involves
new conservation laws that leads to stability of new forms of matter that
can play the role of dark matter candidates.
In the simplest case extension of particle symmetry can lead to only
one new conservation law corresponding to a single dark matter candidate.
Most popular scenarios assume that this candidate is a Weakly Interacting
Massive Particle (WIMP) having strong motivation in the so called ”WIMP
miracle”: the calculated frozen out abundance of WIMPs with mass around
several tens - several hundreds GeV provides their contribution in the total
density of the Universe that can explain observed dark matter density. The
simplest WIMP scenario has an advantage to be checked in the combination
of cosmological, astrophysical and physical effects. WIMP annihilation to
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ordinary particles not only determines their frozen out concentration but
also should lead to contribution of energetic products of this annihilation to
the fluxes of cosmic rays and cosmic gamma radiation. It supports indirect
searches for dark matter following the original idea of [2]. The same process
viewed in t-channel corresponds to WIMP scattering on ordinary matter,
and viewed from the opposite side to creation of WIMPs in collisions of mat-
ter particles. The former motivates direct searches for dark matter, while
the latter challenges WIMP searches at accelerators and colliders. WIMP
paradigm found physical motivation in supersymmetric models that were
considered as the mainstream in studies of physics beyond the Standard
model.
However, direct searches for dark matter have controversial results and
though their interpretation in the terms of WIMPs is still not ruled out [3],
a more general approach to a possible solution of the dark matter problem is
appealing. Here we’ll discuss some possible nontrivial forms of cosmological
dark matter that naturally follow from physics beyond the Standard Model.
These examples reflect various features of multi-component dark matter
either by compositeness of its species or by co-existence of various dark
matter candidates.
2.1 Composite dark matter and OHe cosmology
In the same way as the ordinary matter is composed by atoms, which consist
of electrically charged electrons and nuclei, bound by Coulomb forces, new
electrically charged stable particles may be bound by ordinary Coulomb
field in the dark atoms of the dark matter. The electrically charged con-
stituents of dark atoms may be not only elementary particles, but can be
composite objects, as are ordinary nuclei and nucleons. The problem of
stable electrically charged particles is that bound with electrons, such par-
ticles with charges +1 and +2 form anomalous isotopes of hydrogen and
helium. In particular, the idea of stable charged particles bound in neutral
dark atoms put forward by Sheldon Glashow in his sinister model [4] found
the unrecoverable problem of anomalous istotope overproduction, revealed
in [5]. It is impossible to realize the dark atom scenario in any model pre-
dicting stable +1 and -1 charged species. The former inevitably bind with
electrons, forming anomalous hydrogen directly, while the latter bind first
with primordial helium in +1 charged ions, which in turn form anomalous
hydrogen.
Starting from 2006 the solutions of dark atom scenario were proposed
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], in which stable -2 charged species are bound
with primordial helium in neutral OHe atoms, which play important cat-
alyzing role in reduction of all the undesirable positively charged heavy
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species that can give rise to anomalous isotopes. Moreover OHe atoms
can be a candidate for composite dark matter, dominating in the matter
density of the Universe. Such candidates for dark matter should consist of
negatively doubly-charged heavy (with the mass ∼ 1 TeV) particles, which
are called O−−, coupled to primordial helium. Lepton-like technibaryons,
technileptons, AC-leptons or clusters of three heavy anti-U-quarks of 4th
generation with strongly suppressed hadronic interactions are examples of
such O−− particles (see [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13] for a review and for refer-
ences). Another direction of composite dark matter scenario is to consider
neutral stable heavy quark clusters as it is proposed in the approach of [1].
However, even in this approach heavy stable -2 charged clusters (u¯5u¯5u¯5)
of stable antiquarks u¯5 of 5th generation can also find their physical basis
[9].
As it was qualitatively shown earlier (see [14, 15] for the latest review),
the transfer function of density perturbations of OHe dark matter has spe-
cific Warmer-than-Cold features, reflecting its composite nature and the
nuclear cross sections for OHe elastic collisions with nuclei.
The cosmological and astrophysical effects of such composite dark mat-
ter (dark atoms of OHe) are dominantly related to the helium shell of OHe
and involve only one parameter of new physics − the mass of O−−.
If dark matter can bind to normal matter, the observations could come
from radiative capture of thermalized OHe and could depend on the de-
tector composition and temperature. In the matter of the underground
detector local concentration of OHe is determined by the equilibrium be-
tween the infalling cosmic OHe flux and its diffusion towards the center of
Earth. Since the infalling flux experiences annual changes due to Earth’s
rotation around Sun, this local OHe concentration possess annual modula-
tions.
The positive results of the DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA experiments
are then explained by the annual modulations of the rate of radiative cap-
ture of OHe by sodium nuclei. Such radiative capture to a low energy
OHe-nucleus bound state is possible only for intermediate-mass nuclei: this
explains the negative results of the XENON100 and LUX experiments. The
rate of this capture can be calculated by the analogy with radiative capture
of neutron by proton, taking into account the scalar and isoscalar nature of
He nucleus, what makes possible only E1 transition with isospin violation
in this process. In the result this rate is proportional to the temperature
(to the square of relative velocity in the absence of local thermal equilib-
rium): this leads to a suppression of this effect in cryogenic detectors, such
as CDMS.
The timescale of OHe collisions in the Galaxy exceeds the age of the
Universe, what proves that the OHe gas is collisionless. However the rate
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of such collisions is nonzero and grows in the regions of higher OHe density,
particularly in the central part of the Galaxy, where these collisions lead
to OHe excitations. De-excitations of OHe with pair production in E0
transitions can explain the excess of the positron-annihilation line, observed
by INTEGRAL in the galactic bulge [12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The
calculated rate of collisions and OHe excitation in them strongly depends
on OHe density and relative velocity and the explanation of positron excess
was found to be very sensitive to the dark matter density in the central part
of Galaxy, where baryonic matter dominates and theoretical estimations are
very uncertain. The latest analysis of dark matter distribution favors more
modest values of dark matter central density, what fixes the explanation
of the excess of the positron-annihilation line by OHe collisions and de-
excitation in a very narrow range of the mass of O−− near 1.25 TeV.
In a two-component dark atom model, based on Walking Technicolor, a
sparse WIMP-like component of atom-like state, made of positive and neg-
ative doubly charged techniparticles, is present together with the dominant
OHe dark atom and the decays of doubly positive charged techniparticles to
pairs of same-sign leptons can explain the excess of high-energy cosmic-ray
positrons, found in PAMELA and AMS02 experiments [21]. This explana-
tion is possible for the mass of decaying +2 charged particle below 1 TeV
and depends on the branching ratios of leptonic channels. Since even pure
lepton decay channels are inevitably accompanied by gamma radiation the
important constraint on this model follows from the measurement of cosmic
gamma ray background in FERMI/LAT experiment. It may be shown that
the constraints on this background may be satisfied if the decaying compo-
nent is distributed in disc and not in halo, what implies more sophisticated
self-interacting nature of this component. In fact, a serious problem for any
source of cosmic poitrons distributed in halo and not concentrated in the
disc.
The crucial problem of OHe scenario is the existence of a dipole barrier
in OHe nuclear interaction. The scenario in which such a barrier does
not appear was considered in [22] and The over-abundance of anomalous
isotopes in terrestrial matter seems to be unavoidable in this case..
This makes the full solution of OHe nuclear physics, started in [23],
vital. The answer to the possibility of the creation of a dipole Coulomb
barrier in OHe interaction with nuclei is crucial. Indeed, the model cannot
work if no repulsive interaction appears at some distance between
The problem of the Earth’s shadowing represents another potential
problem for OHe scenario. The terrestrial matter is opaque for OHe, what
should inevitably lead to an effect of Earth matter shadowing for the OHe
flux and corresponding diurnal modulation, constrained in DAMA/LIBRA
experiment [24]. The OHe model involves only one parameter of new
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physics - mass of O−− and its cosmological effects are related to nuclear
and atomic physics, being within the Standard model, but even in this case
many principal features of cosmological consequences remain unclear.
2.2 Mirror atoms
Mirror particles, first proposed by T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang in Ref. [26]
to restore equivalence of left- and right-handed co-ordinate systems in the
presence of P- and C- violation in weak interactions, should be strictly
symmetric by their properties to their ordinary twins. After discovery of
CP-violation it was shown by I. Yu. Kobzarev, L. B. Okun and I. Ya.
Pomeranchuk in Ref. [27] that mirror partners cannot be associated with
antiparticles and should represent a new set of symmetric partners for ordi-
nary quarks and leptons with their own strong, electromagnetic and weak
mirror interactions. It means that there should exist mirror quarks, bound
in mirror nucleons by mirror QCD forces and mirror atoms, in which mir-
ror nuclei are bound with mirror electrons by mirror electromagnetic in-
teraction [28, 29]. If gravity is the only common interaction for ordinary
and mirror particles, mirror matter can be present in the Universe in the
form of elusive mirror objects, having symmetric properties with ordinary
astronomical objects (gas, plasma, stars, planets...), but causing only grav-
itational effects on the ordinary matter [30, 31].
Even in the absence of any other common interaction except for gravity,
the observational data on primordial helium abundance and upper limits
on the local dark matter seem to exclude mirror matter, evolving in the
Universe in a fully symmetric way in parallel with the ordinary baryonic
matter[32, 33]. The symmetry in cosmological evolution of mirror matter
can be broken either by initial conditions[34, 35], or by breaking mirror
symmetry in the sets of particles and their interactions as it takes place in
the shadow world[36, 37], arising in the heterotic string model. We refer to
Refs. [38, 39, 40] for current review of mirror matter and its cosmology.
Mirror matter in its fully symmetric implementation doesn’t involve
new parameters of new physics, since all the parameters of mirror particles
and their interactions are by construction strictly equal to the correspond-
ing values of their ordinary partners. However, though there is no common
interactions between ordinary and mirror matter except for gravity, just
the presence of mirror particles in the same space-time with ordinary mat-
ter causes contradictions with observations in a strictly symmetric mirror
matter cosmology.
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2.3 Unstable particles
The next to lightest particle that possess a new conserved charge may be
sufficiently longliving to retain some observable trace in the Universe.
Primordial unstable particles with the lifetime, less than the age of the
Universe, τ < tU , can not survive to the present time. But, if their lifetime
is sufficiently large to satisfy the condition τ ≫ (mP l/m) · (1/m), their
existence in early Universe can lead to direct or indirect traces[41].
Weakly interacting particles, decaying to invisible modes, can influ-
ence Large Scale Structure formation. Such decays prevent formation of
the structure, if they take place before the structure is formed. Invisible
products of decays after the structure is formed should contribute in the
cosmological dark energy. The Unstable Dark matter scenarios[42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] implied weakly interacting particles that form the
structure on the matter dominated stage and then decay to invisible modes
after the structure is formed.
Cosmological flux of decay products contributing into the cosmic and
gamma ray backgrounds represents the direct trace of unstable particles[41,
51]. If the decay products do not survive to the present time their interac-
tion with matter and radiation can cause indirect trace in the light element
abundance[52, 53, 54, 55] or in the fluctuations of thermal radiation[56].
If the particle lifetime is much less than 1s the multi-step indirect traces
are possible, provided that particles dominate in the Universe before their
decay. On the dust-like stage of their dominance black hole formation
takes place, and the spectrum of such primordial black holes traces the
particle properties (mass, frozen concentration, lifetime) [57, 58, 59]. The
particle decay in the end of dust like stage influences the baryon asymmetry
of the Universe. In any way cosmophenomenoLOGICAL chains link the
predicted properties of even unstable new particles to the effects accessible
in astronomical observations. Such effects may be important in the analysis
of the observational data.
3 Primordial cosmological structures
3.1 Relics of phase transitions in very early Universe
Parameters of new stable and metastable particles are also determined by a
pattern of particle symmetry breaking. This pattern is reflected in a succes-
sion of phase transitions in the early Universe. First order phase transitions
proceed through bubble nucleation, which can result in black hole formation
(see e.g. Refs. [60] and [61] for review and references). Phase transitions
of the second order can lead to formation of topological defects, such as
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walls, string or monopoles. The observational data put severe constraints
on magnetic monopole [62] and cosmic wall production [63], as well as on
the parameters of cosmic strings [64, 65]. Structure of cosmological defects
can be changed in succession of phase transitions. More complicated forms
like walls-surrounded-by-strings can appear. Such structures can be unsta-
ble, but their existence can leave a trace in nonhomogeneous distribution of
dark matter and give rise to large scale structures of nonhomogeneous dark
matter like archioles [66, 67, 68]. This effect should be taken into account
in the analysis of cosmological effects of weakly interacting slim particles
(WISPs) (see Ref. [69] for current review) that can play the role of cold
dark matter in spite of their small mass.
A wide class of particle models possesses a symmetry breaking pattern,
which can be effectively described by pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone (PNG)
field and which corresponds to formation of unstable topological defect
structure in the early Universe (see Ref. [61] for review and references).
The Nambu–Goldstone nature in such an effective description reflects the
spontaneous breaking of global U(1) symmetry, resulting in continuous de-
generacy of vacua. The explicit symmetry breaking at smaller energy scale
changes this continuous degeneracy by discrete vacuum degeneracy. The
character of formed structures is different for phase transitions, taking place
on post-inflationary and inflationary stages.
3.2 Large scale correlations of axion field
At high temperatures such a symmetry breaking pattern implies the suc-
cession of second order phase transitions. In the first transition, continuous
degeneracy of vacua leads, at scales exceeding the correlation length, to the
formation of topological defects in the form of a string network; in the sec-
ond phase transition, continuous transitions in space between degenerated
vacua form surfaces: domain walls surrounded by strings. This last struc-
ture is unstable, but, as was shown in the example of the invisible axion
[66, 67, 68], it is reflected in the large scale inhomogeneity of distribution
of energy density of coherent PNG (axion) field oscillations. This energy
density is proportional to the initial value of phase, which acquires dynam-
ical meaning of amplitude of axion field, when axion mass is switched on
in the result of the second phase transition.
The value of phase changes by 2pi around string. This strong nonhomo-
geneity of phase leads to corresponding nonhomogeneity of energy density
of coherent PNG (axion) field oscillations. Usual argument (see e.g. Ref.
[70] and references therein) is essential only on scales, corresponduing to
mean distance between strings. This distance is small, being of the order of
the scale of cosmological horizon in the period, when PNG field oscillations
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start. However, since the nonhomogeneity of phase follows the pattern of
axion string network this argument misses large scale correlations in the
distribution of oscillations’ energy density.
Indeed, numerical analysis of string network (see review in the Ref. [71])
indicates that large string loops are strongly suppressed and the fraction of
about 80% of string length, corresponding to long loops, remains virtually
the same in all large scales. This property is the other side of the well known
scale invariant character of string network. Therefore the correlations of
energy density should persist on large scales, as it was revealed in Refs.
[66, 67, 68].
The large scale correlations in topological defects and their imprints
in primordial inhomogeneities is the indirect effect of inflation, if phase
transitions take place after reheating of the Universe. Inflation provides in
this case the equal conditions of phase transition, taking place in causally
disconnected regions.
3.3 Primordial seeds for Active Galactic Nuclei
If the phase transitions take place on inflational stage new forms of primor-
dial large scale correlations appear. The example of global U(1) symmetry,
broken spontaneously in the period of inflation and successively broken ex-
plicitly after reheating, was considered in Ref. [73]. In this model, sponta-
neous U(1) symmetry breaking at inflational stage is induced by the vacuum
expectation value 〈ψ〉 = f of a complex scalar field Ψ = ψ exp (iθ), having
also explicit symmetry breaking term in its potential Veb = Λ
4(1 − cos θ).
The latter is negligible in the period of inflation, if f ≫ Λ, so that there
appears a valley relative to values of phase in the field potential in this
period. Fluctuations of the phase θ along this valley, being of the order of
∆θ ∼ H/(2pif) (hereH is the Hubble parameter at inflational stage) change
in the course of inflation its initial value within the regions of smaller size.
Owing to such fluctuations, for the fixed value of θ60 in the period of in-
flation with e-folding N = 60 corresponding to the part of the Universe
within the modern cosmological horizon, strong deviations from this value
appear at smaller scales, corresponding to later periods of inflation with
N < 60. If θ60 < pi, the fluctuations can move the value of θN to θN > pi
in some regions of the Universe. After reheating, when the Universe cools
down to temperature T = Λ the phase transition to the true vacuum states,
corresponding to the minima of Veb takes place. For θN < pi the minimum
of Veb is reached at θvac = 0, whereas in the regions with θN > pi the true
vacuum state corresponds to θvac = 2pi. For θ60 < pi in the bulk of the
volume within the modern cosmological horizon θvac = 0. However, within
this volume there appear regions with θvac = 2pi. These regions are sur-
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Figure 1: The inflational evolution of the phase (taken from the Ref.
[77]). The phase θ60 sits in the range [pi, 0] at the beginning of inflation and
makes Brownian step δθeff = Hinfl/(2pifeff ) at each e–fold. The typical
wavelength of the fluctuation δθ is equal to H−1infl. The whole domain
H−1infl, containing phase θN gets divided, after one e–fold, into e
3 causally
disconnected domains of radius H−1infl. Each new domain contains almost
homogeneous phase value θN−1 = θN ± δθeff . Every successive e-fold this
process repeats in every domain.
rounded by massive domain walls, formed at the border between the two
vacua. Since regions with θvac = 2pi are confined, the domain walls are
closed. After their size equals the horizon, closed walls can collapse into
black holes. The minimal mass of such black hole is determined by the
condition that it’s Schwarzschild radius, rg = 2GM/c
2 exceeds the width
of the wall, l ∼ f/Λ2, and it is given by Mmin ∼ f(mP l/Λ)2. The maximal
mass is determined by the mass of the wall, corresponding to the earliest
region θN > pi, appeared at inflational stage.
This mechanism can lead to formation of primordial black holes of a
whatever large mass (up to the mass of AGNs [74, 75], see for latest review
Ref. [?]). Such black holes appear in the form of primordial black hole
clusters, exhibiting fractal distribution in space [72, 76, 61]. It can shed
new light on the problem of galaxy formation [61, 75].
The described mechanism of massive PBH clouds formation may be of
special interest for the interpretation of the recently discovered gravita-
tional wave signals from coalescence of massive black hole (BH) binaries
[78, 79]. It naturally leads to formation of massive BH binaries within
such a cloud, while the mass range of PBHs, determined by f and Λ can
naturally cover the values of tens of Solar mass.
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3.4 Antimatter in Baryon asymmetric Universe?
Primordial strong inhomogeneities can also appear in the baryon charge
distribution. The appearance of antibaryon domains in the baryon asym-
metrical Universe, reflecting the inhomogeneity of baryosynthesis, is the
profound signature of such strong inhomogeneity [80]. On the example of
the model of spontaneous baryosynthesis (see Ref. [81] for review) the pos-
sibility for existence of antimatter domains, surviving to the present time
in inflationary Universe with inhomogeneous baryosynthesis was revealed
in [82].
The mechanism of spontaneous baryogenesis [81] implies the existence
of a complex scalar field χ = (f/
√
2) exp (θ) carrying the baryonic charge.
The U(1) symmetry, which corresponds to the baryon charge, is broken
spontaneously and explicitly. The explicit breakdown of U(1) symmetry is
caused by the phase-dependent term
V (θ) = Λ4(1− cos θ). (1)
The possible baryon and lepton number violating interaction of the field χ
with matter fields can have the following structure [81]
L = gχQ¯L+ h.c., (2)
where fields Q and L represent a heavy quark and lepton, coupled to the
ordinary matter fields.
In the early Universe, at a time when the friction term, induced by the
Hubble constant, becomes comparable with the angular mass mθ =
Λ2
f
,
the phase θ starts to oscillate around the minima of the PNG potential and
decays into matter fields according to (2). The coupling (2) gives rise to the
following [81]: as the phase starts to roll down in the clockwise direction
(Fig. 1), it preferentially creates excess of baryons over antibaryons, while
the opposite is true as it starts to roll down in the opposite direction.
The fate of such antimatter regions depends on their size. If the physical
size of some of them is larger than the critical surviving size Lc = 8h
2
kpc [82], they survive annihilation with surrounding matter. Evolution of
sufficiently dense antimatter domains can lead to formation of antimatter
globular clusters [83]. The existence of such cluster in the halo of our Galaxy
should lead to the pollution of the galactic halo by antiprotons. Their
annihilation can reproduce [84] the observed galactic gamma background
in the range tens-hundreds MeV. The prediction of antihelium component
of cosmic rays [85], accessible to future searches for cosmic ray antinuclei
in PAMELA and AMS II experiments, as well as of antimatter meteorites
[86] provides the direct experimental test for this hypothesis.
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So the primordial strong inhomogeneities in the distribution of total,
dark matter and baryon density in the Universe is the new important phe-
nomenon of cosmological models, based on particle models with hierarchy
of symmetry breaking.
4 Conclusions
As soon as physics beyond the Standard model involves new symmetries
and mechanisms of their breaking, new model dependent non-standard fea-
tures of the cosmological scenario should inevitably appear. Even rather
restricted list of possible examples of such features, presented here, gives
the flavor of new cosmology that can come from the new physics.
The wider is the symmetry group embedding the symmetry of the Stan-
dard model of elementary particles, the larger is the list of cosmologically
viable predictions that provide various probes for the considered particle
model. Entering the corresponding multi-dimensional space of parameters,
we simultaneously increase the set of their probes. It makes the set of
equations for these parameters over-determined and provides a complete
test for however extensive theoretical model.
One can conclude that the account for non-Standard cosmological sce-
narios in the analysis of the data of precision cosmology extends the space
of cosmological parameters and provides nontrivial test for physics beyond
the Standard model.
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